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Abstract

Starting from the collisional BGK model of the full
Boltzmann equation, we develop an accurate and
robust finite volume gas kinetic scheme on unstruc-
tured triangular mesh. The numerical approach is
composed of two steps - an initial reconstruction step
and a gas evolution step. In the initial reconstruc-
tion step, the unstructured version of the LED (Local
Extremum Diminishing) interpolation is applied to
the conservative variables and to compute left nd
right states along a node edge. In the gas evolution
step, the local integral solution of BGK model is
used to compute numerical fluxes at a cell interface.
The collisional BGK model provides an alternative
to Riemann solvers and possesses many desirable
properties that can not be found in Godunov-type
schemes. A classic ^-refinement adaptive procedure
is implemented to increase the spatial resolution
of physically important phenomena such as shock
waves, contact discontinuities or expansion waves
with minimal computational costs and memory over-
heads. It involves mesh enrichment/coarsening steps
to either insert nodes on an edge center in high-
gradient under-resolved regions or delete nodes in
over-resolved regions. Numerical results of several
test cases for unsteady compressible inviscid flows
are presented. To verify the accuracy and robustness
of the current numerical approach, the computed
results are compared with the results of structured
mesh calculations and other flux splitting methods.
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1 Introduction

Considerable progress has been made in the areas of
compressible flow solvers and solution strategies over
the past few decades. At the same time, we have
observed tremendous advances in computer stor-
ages, speeds and architectures. These two factors
have made it possible to compute steady compress-
ible flows over three dimensional realistic body or
highly unsteady flows that contain many physical
scales. Accurate computations of unsteady com-
pressible flows over complex geometry present a
challenge. This is partly due to the complex physical
interactions of linear and non-linear waves. As the
unsteady computation of complex flows is becom-
ing the essential tool of both practical application
and fundamental research, there is a need to design
a low-dissipative, robust numerical scheme on un-
structured mesh.

A high resolution scheme can be examined in
terms of an initial reconstruction and a gas evolution
procedure. Higher order(more than second order)
interpolation on unstructured mesh is much more
involved than that of structured mesh since neigh-
boring cell vertices are not, in general, co-linear.
Additionally, all interpolated values should be re-
duced to first order accuracy to exclude unphysical
oscillation across local extrema. Therefore, it seems
reasonable to keep second order accuracy in both
spatial and time discretization, and introduce a lo-
cal mesh refinement step to preserve the required
accuracy. Recently, Jameson has developed the
theory of non-oscillatory positive schemes in terms
of the LED criteria([13]). Flux limited dissipation
schemes based on the LED criteria have been imple-
mented and validated for both inviscid and viscous
flow computations on structured mesh([29], [15]). It
has been observed that the LED interpolation, un-
like the TVD (Total Variation Diminishing) interpo-
lation, can be extended to unstructured mesh with



maintaining the positive coefficients of the discrete
form in scalar conservation law. This can be carried
out by calculating gradients of appropriate neigh-
boring triangles or edges and applying a monotonic
limiter.

Riemann solvers, approximate or exact, have
gained much popularity as a way to describe the
gas evolution process([9], [27], [12]). In most test
cases, Riemann solvers produce good results. Af-
ter widespread application and intense investigation,
however, it has been found that Riemann solvers
could produce unphysical solutions such as expan-
sion shocks, carbuncle phenomena or failure of local
linearization, etc([8], [24], [15]). Although most of
the problems can be cured by adding ad hoc tech-
niques, the robustness of original approach seems to
be blurred as a result of incomplete fixes. Over the
past few years, there has been continuous develop-
ment of the gas kinetic method based on the col-
lisional BGK model([32], [33], [16], [34]). Previous
studies have unveiled interesting properties of BGK-
type schemes. Firstly, they satisfy the entropy and
the positivity condition which are required to com-
pute wide range of compressible inviscid flows. Sec-
ondly, they possess a multi-dimensional gas evolu-
tion character and the interpolation in the initial re-
construction step is quite flexible. Thirdly, the BGK
model produces the Navier-Stokes equation and de-
scribes higher order gas evolution. Those proper-
ties, however, can not be found in most popular Rie-
mann solvers and are generally regarded as limita-
tions. Therefore, it is not surprising that BGK-type
schemes can overcome many weaknesses of Riemann
solvers. This indicates that collisional BGK solvers
are good alternatives to Riemann solvers for the gas
evolution step.

BGK-type schemes are different from the class of
schemes called Boltzmann-type schemes([21], [23]).
The physical model for those schemes is the col-
lisionless Boltzmann equation, which does not in-
clude the dynamical correlation between left and
right moving particles. The missing correlation cor-
responds to a gas kinetic Lax-Wendroff step and in
BGK-type schemes, it is coupled to kinetic flux vec-
tor splitting through particle collision time. It has
also been pointed out that Boltzmann-type schemes
have intrinsically large numerical viscosity and heat
conductivity([20]). BGK-type schemes make local
use of the full integral solution of the BGK model in
the finite volume framework. It is then possible to
compute a time-dependent gas distribution function
at a cell interface and to obtain the numerical fluxes.
This approach provides a physical model for parti-
cle collision designed to reduce the large numerical
viscosity which is intrinsic in any Boltzmann-type
scheme based on the collisionless Boltzmann equa-
tion. BGK-type schemes also give Navier-Stokes so-
lutions which follow directly from the BGK model,

and the gas relaxation from an initial nonequilib-
rium to a final equilibrium state is associated with
an increase of entropy.

To increase efficiently the resolution of physi-
cally important local phenomena, a mesh adapta-
tion strategy is essential. In this sense, unstruc-
tured based flow solver is very desirable due to the
inherent flexibility of mesh adaptation. Most popu-
lar mesh adaptation strategies can be classified into
two approaches : mesh movement (r-refinement) and
mesh enrichment (/i-rcfinement). The r-refincment
method redistributes existing nodes at every adap-
tation, clustering them towards positions where the
solution gradient is relatively large. An advantage
of the r-refinement method is that the total num-
ber of nodes and the grid topology are conserved.
Therefore, there is no computational overhead on a
flow solver and the flow solver is amenable to paral-
lelization. However, the possibility of edge crossing
during nodes movement or the need for re-meshing
make this approach cumbersome. Additionally, an
accurate estimate of solution error and conserva-
tion of mesh smoothness after adaptation become
difficult([3]). On the other hand, the /i-refmement
method alters the number of nodal points by adding
or deleting nodes within the computational domain.
Since only specific regions of the computational do-
main are altered, the node density can be locally
controlled and the regularity of the initial mesh can
be maintained. Another advantage of /i-refinement
method with respect to r-refinement method is that
the error indicator only needs to be sensitive enough
to trigger mesh enrichment when there is a rapid
variation of flow field. In the analysis of unsteady
flow with adaptation strategy, it is necessary not
only to refine high-gradient under-resolved regions
but also de-refine over-resolved regions. The adap-
tation routine therefore consists of mesh enrich-
ment/coarsening steps.

In the present work, an unstructured version of
the LED interpolation is implemented in the recon-
struction of initial data. An advanced BGK-type
scheme which has been designed by the authors is
employed to obtain fluxes in the gas evolution step.
Then a fa-refinement adaptation routine is intro-
duced to increase spatial resolution. In section 2,
the finite volume LED-BGK scheme is described in
terms of the LED interpolation and a BGK flow
solver. In section 3, the mesh adaptation strategy
adopted is described in detail and the initial mesh
generation method is briefly mentioned. Finally, in
section 4, numerical results for test cases which con-
tain typical characteristics of high speed unsteady
flows are given. These are compared with structured
mesh results or other popular flux splitting methods,
such as characteristic splitting using Roe's average
and CUSP(Convective Upwind Splitting Pressure)
splitting.



2 Finite Volume LED-BGK
Solver

In gas kinetic theory, it is assumed that the macro-
scopic fluid flow results from the collective motion of
a large number of molecules. The complete descrip-
tion of a particle motion is assumed to be described
by the governing equation of the particle distribu-
tion function f(x, t, u, f ), where x is a space variable
vector, t is a time variable, u is a particle velocity
vector in phase space and £ is the internal degree
of freedom. Therefore, the most important step in
a finite volume gas kinetic scheme is to construct
the time-dependent gas distribution function / at a
cell interface. All flow variables or numerical fluxes
can be computed by moments of / in phase space.
The numerical construction of a distribution func-
tion comes from the interpolation of macroscopic
flow variables at the cell interface. The interpola-
tion technique can be applied to the conservative,
characteristic or primitive variables. In the present
work, we applied the LED interpolation to the con-
servative variables.

2.1 The LED Interpolation
At the beginning of each time step, cell averaged
mass, momentum and energy are given. For a
higher order scheme, interpolation techniques should
be used to capture subcell structure. The most
successful interpolation techniques developed so far
are usually based on the TVD, ENO and LED
principles([10], [11], [28], [13]). Although most of
these approaches have been developed mainly for
structured mesh, they can be applied to unstruc-
tured mesh by extending the one-dimensional con-
cept. A unique feature of the LED interpolation
is that the semi-discrete form for scalar conserva-
tion law satisfies the positivity condition regardless
of mesh types([13]). Let us consider triangles as
sketched in Fig.l. Flow variables are defined at cell
vertex and control volume is a centroid dual. Let I0j
be the vector connecting the edge jo and define the
neighboring slopes as

A+Vjo = ljo • V+V, &~Vj0 = \0 • V~V,

where V*?; are the gradients of t; evaluated in the
neighboring triangles Aopg and Aj'rs. Arminjon
and Dervieux have used a similar definitional]).
Then the neighboring slopes can be expressed as

A+Vj0 = fjs(vs - Vj) + fjr(vr - Vj),

&~vjo = eop(vp - v0) + eog(vq - v0),

where the coefficients e.,-s,ejr,e0p,c0g are non-
negative, since

2A0 2An

Here, lab is the length of the edge connecting nodes
(a, b), Aabc is the area of the Aobc and #; is the an-
gle between an edge and local coordinate (see Fig.l).
Therefore, the slopes of appropriate edges give pos-
itive contributions to the neighboring slopes. If a
neighboring edge is co-linear to the edge jo, the slope
of the neighboring edge is chosen as the neighboring
slope instead of evaluating gradient. Then the left
and right states across the cell interface s — sc are
(see Fig.l)

vl = v0 + 0.5L(A+vjo, &~Vj0),
vr = v0 - 0.5L(A+w.,-0, A~ujo),

where L(u, v) is a limited average which satisfies the
following properties.

PI. L(u,v) = L(v,u)
P2. L(au, av) = aL(u,v)
P3. L(u,u) =u
P4. L(u, v) = 0 if u and v has an opposite sign,
otherwise L(u,v) has the same sign as u and v.

Standard limiters can be incorporated into L op-
erators. In this paper, QJ Mean limiter of L(u,v) =
S(u,v) with a = 2 is used,
where S(u,v) — \(sign(u) + sign(v)).

2.2 A BGK Flow Solver
To avoid mathematical complexity, we present a
two-dimensional BGK flow solver. Since a single
scalar distribution function / contains all informa-
tion about the macroscopic flow variables as well as
their transport coefficients, the BGK solver in three-
dimensions can be derived in a similar way. The
BGK model in two-dimensions can be written as

It + ufx + vfy - 9-f (1)

where / is the real gas distribution function and g
is the equilibrium state approached by / over a col-
lision time scale T. Both / and g are functions of
space (x, y), time t, particle velocity (u, v) and inter-
nal degree of freedom 4- The particle collision time
T depends on the local macroscopic flow variables,
such as temperature and density. The equilibrium
state is usually assumed to be a Maxwellian, with
the formulation of

er = • /n \sm(02),

where p is the density, (U, V) are the macroscopic
velocities in (x, y) directions. When the particle mo-
tion in z-direction is included as an internal degree
of freedom, the total number of degree of freedom
K is equal to (5 - 37)7(7 - 1) + 1. The relations



between mass p, momentum (P, Q) and energy den-
sities e with the distribution function / are

a = 1,2,3,4,

where y>Q is the vector of moments
(2)

and dE = dudvdtl is the volume element in phase
space. Since mass, momentum and energy are con-
served during particle collisions, / and g must satisfy
the conservation constraint of

a = 1,2,3,4, (3)

at all (x, y) and t.
Here, we examine the relation between the BGK

model and governing equations of fluid dynamics. In
a smooth region, it is reasonable to assume that the
flow is in a local thermodynamic equilibrium state.
For the equilibrium state with f = g, the BGK
model becomes the same form as the collisionless
Boltzamnn equation and the Euler equations can be
obtained by taking the moments of t/>a to Eq.(l).
This yields

(9t

and the corresponding Euler equations are

where the pressure term is p = p/2A.
In a physically dissipative region, the flow is in

a non-equilibrium state. The behavior of / in
this region can be quantitatively examined by the
Chapman-Enskog expansion([17]). Up to the first
order of T, the departure of / from an equilibrium
state is / = g — r(gt + ugx + vgy). Taking moments
of tpa to Eq.(l) with this /, we get

(9t

• I (gtt+2ugxt+'2vgyt+2uvgxv+u2gxx+v'2gyy)ipad=,.

After integrating out all the moments, the Navier-
Stokes equations are obtained as

l}U,-Vy}+C3V(Uy
0

V,)

Vx) + dV((K + 1)̂  - Ux)
(4)

where d = (K+t)\,Ci = £ and C3 = ̂ r12. The
viscosity coefficient fi — rp, the heat conductivity
coefficient K = ficp and cp is a specific heat constant.

After introducing a local coordinate in terms of
s(see Fig.l), the general solution of / at the cell
interface s — sc and time t is

(5)

where s' — sc-u(t-t')-v(t-tr) is the trajectory of a
particle motion and /o is the initial non-equilibrium
distribution function / at the beginning of each time
step. From Eq.(5), we may notice that g and fo must
be specified in order to obtain /.

Generally, fo and g around the cell interface are
assumed to be

- 9

and

fn -
70

g = 0<>[1 + (1 - H[s - sc])a'(s - sc)
+E[s-sc]ar(s-sc) + At], (7)

where gl,gr and go arc local Maxwcllian distribu-
tion functions to be determined, which are located,
respectively, to the left, to the right and in the mid-
dle of a cell interface. al,ar,al,ar, A are local spa-
tial and time slopes and H[s] is the unit step func-
tion. In the expansion of g, the possibility of dis-
continuous slopes has been allowed. This increases
substantially the robustness of the present scheme
without sacrificing accuracy. The dependence of
slopes(m = a, a, A) on the particle velocities can be



obtained from the Taylor expansion of a Maxwellian
and has the form

where all coefficients of m^, m?,, niy, m\ are local
constants and * stands for the left(/) or right (r)
state. The idea of interpolating /o separately across
the cell interface originates from the following phys-
ical consideration: for a gas flow in a physically dis-
sipative region, since the cell size is typically much
larger than the thickness of a discontinuity, the phys-
ical quantities can change dramatically in space. For
example, across a shock front, the upstream and
downstream gas distribution functions could be two
different Maxwellians. Therefore, we need a split-
ting of /o to capture this physical situation.

In the LED interpolation described in Sec-
tion(2.1), we have obtained the left and right side
pointwise values of (pl,Pl,...,Qr,6r). By the rela-
tion between the gas distribution function /o and
the macroscopic variables (Eq.(2)), we get

I'
and

Q'-Qo
As-

As

/ pj-p&^PJ -pr

As+Qi-or
As+

v <̂»y,
where As = sc — s0 and As+ = Sj — sc(see Fig.l).
With the definition of the Maxwellian distributions
for the left and right states

and from Eq.(8), all the parameters in g* can be
uniquely determined from

V*
V Q'lP"

Once g* is obtained from the above equations, the
slope of a* can be computed. For example, for the
right state, we get

pT
Pl~p^
QJ^-Q:

\^

= M!

where the matrix MT
a$ = -V / grit/ia^>0dE is

Ur Vr E
r [/r2 _|_ _±__ Jjryr j_

r jjryr yr2 + _L_ f.
' D O E
1 -D2 -DS -C

where

DB2 -

R, -

- * (TTr2 J-V2 J- '

(ys + v V

f / r r r 2 . yr2\2

KT + 2
2Ar ]'

(J<r + 4)[/r\
' 2A- j l

(K + 4)Vr

(K + 4)(Ur2l \-Vr2)

+ •GK + 8).

From Eq.(9), (a\,a^,a^,ar
/i)T can be efficiently ob-

tained by observing that M^ is a symmetric ma-
trix. Since the matrix Ml

ap = -p- f gfifratfipdE has
the same structure of M£p, (al

1,al.i,al
3,al

4[)T can be
obtained using a similar procedure.

By determining /o, the corresponding values of
Po,U0, V0 and A0 in g0 with

can be determined as follows. Taking the limit t -f 0
in Eq.(5) and substituting its solution into Eq.(3),
the conservation constraint at (s = sc,t = 0) gives

g0ipadE= I g'tl>adE+ I gri(>ad=.,
J J u>OJ J u<OJ

Q = l,2,3,4. (10)

Since AO can be found from po, Uo, Vo and eo through
the relation

Ao = Q.25(K + 2)p0/[e0 -
po(U0

2+V0
2),

(9)

we only need to know (po, UQ, VJj, eo)T, which can be
expressed as moments of g1 and gr. After introduc-
ing the notation

< 9 >+= — I 1 9ld=., < q >-= — f q 9rdE,
P Ju>0 P Ju<0

from Eq.(lO), we obtain

/ p1 < I >+ +pr < 1 >-
pf < u >+ +pr <u>~
p1 < v >+ +pr <v>~

4 < ^ > + + ^ < ^ > " )
(U)

where v2 = v? +v2 +{?. A detailed derivation on the
moments < q >+ and < q >~ can be found in [34],



[16]. Then a1 and ar of g in Eq.(7) can be obtained
through the relation of

All moments of the Maxwellian on the right hand
side of Eq.(13) can be found in [34] and the above
equation can be solved for (Ai,Ay,Ay,AH)T as in
Eq.(9).

Finally, the numerical fluxes at the cell interface
can be computed as

and
/ PO-Po \

poAs-

poAs-
Qo-Qo

= / I uf(sc,t,u,v,£)ipadEdt,

The matrix M°ft = ± / g0ii
structure of M£p. Therefore, (a^aJJ, a^,al)T and
(al

l:al
2,al

s,al
i)T can be found by following the pro-

cedure in Eq.(9).
Up to this point, we have determined two half-

Maxwellians(g', gr) for /o and one whole Maxwellian
distribution function (go) at the cell interface and
they represent the nonequilibrium state /o and equi-
librium state go- All the slopes in the expression of
al,ar in /o and al,ar in g are obtained from the
slopes of macroscopic variables. The construction of
two slopes for g gives more freedom to describe com-
plicated flow situations and for Navier-Stokes solu-
tions, the slopes of a? and ar represent the viscosity
and heat conduction effects.

After substituting Eq.(6) and Eq.(7) into Eq.(5),
the final gas distribution function at a cell interface
is expressed as

where /Sc = /(sc,<, M,V,£) is given in Eq.(12).

S, has the same 3 Adaptation Strategy

(14)

+te-'/T](o'H[u] + ar(l - H[u])}ug0

+r(t/r - 1 + e-^) Ag0 + e-*
+(l-utar)(l-E[u])gr}.

- utal)H[u]gl

(12)

The only unknown term in Eq.(12) is the time evolu-
tion term_A Since both / (Eq.(12)) and g (Eq.(7))
contain A, we apply again the conservation con-
straint of Eq.(3) at s = sc and integrate it over the
time step T to get

which gives

-o - 1 f, -iMafiA-p = — I [7iu(a H[u\ + ar(l — #[w])<?o)
Pa J

+J2u(alH[u]gl + ar(l - H[w])^r)]^arfS, (13)

where

2r(l -7l = - /7o,

Any mesh adaptation scheme involves two essential
steps : selection of adaptation criteria and a mesh
refinement routine. Adaptation criteria detect ap-
propriate regions which need further resolution. An
optimal adaptation criterion would provide the er-
ror of the computed solution. Since this needs the
information on the exact solution, approximate fea-
ture detections or error estimate techniques are com-
monly used. For example, Lohner et al. have suc-
cessfully used an approximate L^-norm error([18],
[19]). Berger et al. have developed an error estimate
based on the Richardson extrapolation on rectan-
gular mesh ([5], [6]). Although a rigorous analysis
on a posterior error for a scalar hyperbolic equa-
tion has been carried out by Hansboro and Johnson
in the context of finite element methods([14]), an
estimator in most cases is based on a feature de-
tection technique. In this sense, an error indica-
tor would be a more appropriate terminology than
an error estimator. In this paper, a simple feature
detection technique has been used to capture re-
gions which need extra flowfield resolution - around
a shock wave, a contact discontinuity and expansion
waves. For a given triangle, the maximum, mini-
mum and arithmetic average of a flow variable (q) is
calculated. Then the approximate magnitude of a
flow gradient is measured by

, \*~9min\),

where qmax = max^), qmin = min^), q =
Si=i Qi/N- That is, the difference between extrema
and the average is normalized by the average value.
In practice, if A? > e, for a threshold value eq, the
triangle is flagged for adaptation.

Since the mesh refinement routine is based on the
solution obtained by an initial mesh, the initial mesh
should be generated to maximize mesh quality. For
example, if the initial mesh is too coarse or irregular,
the computed results would be unable to resolve or
detect certain phenomena giving too poor solutions
to be adapted. The initial mesh generation method



adopted in this paper is based on the Rebay's point
placement algorithm combined with the Delaunay
triangulation([26]). Starting from the given bound-
ary points, the initial triangulation is carried out
using the Delaunay criteria. Since the initial mesh
is usually unacceptable in term of regularity, an ad-
ditional point is introduced successively in a position
which can produce a regular mesh as a result of the
Delaunay triangulation. This routine is iterated un-
til all triangles generated satisfy certain regularity
requirement. This method produces a guaranteed
high quality mesh for arbitrary two-dimensional ge-
ometry and the point placement routine is automatic
and robust ([2]).

Based on the solution obtained by the initial
mesh, the triangles to be adapted are determined ac-
cording to adaptation criteria. The adaptation level
which indicates the degree of adaptation is initial-
ized as zero for all triangles. Adapted triangles are
typically divided into four sub-triangles by insert-
ing nodes on edge center and the adaptation level is
increased by one. The neighboring triangles which
share an edge with adapted triangles are flagged as
boundary triangles. They are divided into two sub-
triangles and the corresponding adaptation level is
increased by half. If a boundary triangle shares
more than two edges with adapted triangles, it is
also flagged to be adapted. As the level of adapta-
tion increases, however,several other cases are pos-
sible(scc Fig.2). This method seems to be the most
simple way to maintain the regularity and smooth-
ness of the original mesh after mesh enrichment. In
fact, similar procedures have been applied success-
fully to problems involving complex geometry in two
or three-dimensions([4], [25], [7]).

In the mesh coarsening step, every triangle which
is not flagged in the mesh enrichment step is treated
as a candidate for deletion. For each node of a can-
didate, the adaptation level of neighboring triangles
which share the common node is checked. If they
are same, the common node is flagged for deletion.
If any of the candidates has a different adaptation
level, the common node is rejected for deletion. Af-
ter finishing this process, if the number of nodes for
deletion are greater than one, the triangle is coars-
ened. The adaptation level decreases by one if the
triangle is fully coarsened and by half in case of
half coarsening(see Fig.2). In this step, the hier-
archical tree data structure that has been setup in
the previous adaptation is used to check "mother"
and "child" triangles. The mesh coarsening step is
not necessarily the reverse process of the mesh en-
richment step. If a triangle is not coarsened to its
mother triangle, the corresponding data structure
would change accordingly.

4 Numerical Results

Four standard test cases have been chosen to exam-
ine the accuracy and robustness of the current nu-
merical approach. For each case, the adaptation rou-
tine is called every four iteration and the maximum
level of adaptation is two. Therefore, one initial tri-
angle can be divided into 16 sub-triangles. The CFL
number is set to 0.75. In unsteady flow computa-
tions, most phenomena to be adapted are transient.
To keep track of those accurately during the time
intergration, two outer layers are added to adapted
regions. For a flow variable to detect a shock wave
or expansion fan, pressure is used. To capture con-
tact discontinuity, density or entropy is used. The
threshold value for pressure and density is 0.1 and
0.015 for entropy. The computed results are com-
pared with other LED schemes which is based on
the characteristic splitting using Roe average(LED-
Csplit) and CUSP splitting(LED-CUSP)([13],[15]).

The first test case treats a moving shock with
the speed of Ms = 1.5 that is propagated in two-
dimensional duct of (x,y) = (1.2,0.2). Although this
is a relatively simple test, it provides a good way to
check shock capturing properties of LED schemes
augumented with mesh adaptation. Fig.3 shows
density profile along y — 0.1 line at five different
times. All schemes yield monotonic shock profiles
and show an excellent agreement with exact solu-
tions. As we can see from Fig.4, the number of nodes
remains almost uniform during the entire adaptation
process.

The second test case is the forward facing step
with Mach number of 3. Since this test shows many
important phenomena which typically happen in un-
steady supersonic flows, it has been widely com-
puted, especially on structured mesh([31]). To re-
solve the behavior of the expansion fan around the
step corner, no special treatment such as an entropy
fix was required. Fig.5 shows a typical initial mesh
distribution. We can see the mesh regularity includ-
ing the boundary region. The initial mesh contained
4836 nodes. Fig.6 shows the comparison of density
distribution at t = 4. The results on unstructured
mesh without adaptation gives very competitive re-
sults with structured mesh calculation. There are
16140 cells in structured mesh and 18110 nodes in
unstructured mesh, respectively. Fig.7 shows the ef-
fect of adaptation at t = 3. Starting from the coarser
mesh(4836 nodes), the final adapted mesh(LED-
Csplit : 16961, LED-CUSP : 16016, LED-BGK :
17649 nodes) is nicely clustered around shock waves,
a contact discontinuity and expansion regions. The
corresponding computed results resolve local phe-
nomena very clearly while keeping monotonic pro-
files. Especially, we can see more clearly the in-
viscid instability, so called Kelvin - Helmholtz in-
stability, of the contact discontinuity emerging from



the shock triple point in the result of LED-BGK
scheme. In the case of LED-Csplit scheme, the con-
tact discontinuity is relatively diffused and a signif-
icant Mach step has been observed. The reason is
that if we use the same QJ Mean limiter as in other
LED schemes, the adapted mesh around the step
corner produces an over-expansion leading to nega-
tive density and/or pressure. A relatively diffusive
limiter such as the Minmod limiter had to be used
to prevent that. This indicates the importance of
robustness in designing a numerical scheme.

The third test case is the double Mach reflec-
tion with a shock speed of Ms = 10.0. Initially a
shock wave with Ms = 10.0 is located at the en-
trance of a 30 degree wedge and propagated along
the wedge. The computational domain is a rect-
angle of length (x,y) — (4,1) and the entrance of
the wedge is located at (x,y) = (1/6,0). The ini-
tial mesh for this case contained 16986 nodes and
the final adapted mesh 36245 nodes. Fig.Sb shows
the density distribution of the computed results at
t — 0.25. Compared with the results of the calcu-
lation on rectangular mesh(480*120 cells, Fig.Sa),
the computation without adaptation gives a sim-
ilar result. The number of nodes used is about
one third of the number of nodes in the rectangu-
lar mesh. Fig.8b,c show the density comparison
between the uniform mesh and the adapted mesh.
The adapted mesh is a result of two level adapta-
tion on the uniform mesh. Again, the resolution
of shock waves is greatly improved. The resolution
of the contact discontinuity merits particular atten-
tion. Fig.9 - Fig.12 show local views of mesh, den-
sity and entropy distribution around the triple point.
Due to the increased resolution, we can see the local
flow pattern in detail. Since the contact disconti-
nuity is unstable, the wavy motion originated from
the triple point is growing, leading to a non-similar
Kelvin-Helmholtz rollup along the principle slip line.
The normal shock reflected from the solid wall are
slightly curved due to the shock-vortex interaction.
LED-Csplit and LED-BGK schemes yield extremely
good results while LED-CUSP scheme is slightly dif-
fusive. Similar numerical results on the instability
of the contact discontinuity have been reported by
Berger and Colella. These results are based on a
PPM solver combined with AMR(Automatic Mesh
Refinement) technique on rectangular mesh ([6]).

Finally, we consider a moving shock interaction
over a circular cylinder. A moving shock with the
speed of Ms — 2.81 passes through the circular cylin-
der, which induces shock-shock, shock-contact dis-
continuity interactions and high expansions termi-
nated by weak shocks. Fig.13 shows mesh and den-
sity distribution at t = 0.55. The adapted mesh
is slightly asymmetric with respect to the center
line because of the asymmetry of the initial mesh.
All LED schemes present detail flow pattern with a

slight difference in resolving the contact discontinu-
ity.

5 Conclusions
Within the finite volume framework, an accurate
and robust LED-BGK solver has been developed on
unstructured adaptive mesh. In the initial recon-
struction step, the LED interpolation has been im-
plemented to obtain left and right values across the
cell interface. In the gas evolution step, the inte-
gral solution of the collisional BGK model is used
to compute the numerical fluxes. It has been ob-
served that the BGK model provides a good al-
ternative to Riemann solvers for the gas evolution
step. Numerical results indicate that the LED-BGK
solver captures both physical discontinuities and ex-
pansion regions very well without spurious oscilla-
tions. Numerical comparison with the characteristic
splitting and CUSP splitting also confirms the ac-
curacy and robustness of the current BGK solver.
The /i-refinement mesh adaptation method greatly
improves the resolution of physical discontinuities
and shows the details of local flow patterns. This
validates the capability of the current numerical ap-
proach to provide a highly accurate solution on com-
plex geometry.
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la: Control Volume, Edge(Zj0) and Adjacent Trian-
gles

Ib: Local Coordinates(S)

Figure 1: Interpolation on Unstructured Mesh

(a) Regular Mesh Enrichment

(b) Irregular Mesh Enrichment

2a: Mesh Enrichment

(a) Full Coarsening

{b) Half Coarsening

2b: Mesh Coarsening

Figure 2: Mesh Adaptation Steps
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3a: Density Profile with LED-Csplit Scheme at t
0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0

3b: Density Profile with LED-CUSP Scheme

3c: Density Profile with LED-BGK Scheme

Figure 3: Two-Dimensional Moving Shock with
Ms — 1.5. Computed Results(--) are Compared with
Exact Solutions(-)

4a: t = 0.2. 3503 Nodes

4b: t = 0.6. 3474 Nodes

4c: t = 1.0. 3534 Nodes

Figure 4: Adapted Mesh Distribution

Figure 5: Typical Mesh Distribution

6a: Structured Meshes ( 16140 Cells )

6b: Unstructured Meshes ( 18110 Nodes )

Figure 6: Density Distribution with LED-BGK
Scheme at t = 4.0
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7a: Typical Adapted Mesh Distribution

7b: Density Contours with LED-Csplit Scheme

7c: Density Contours with LED-CUSP Scheme

7d: Density Contours with LED-BGK Scheme

Figure 7: Forward Facing Step. LED Schemes at

8a: Structured Mesh (480 x 120 Cells)

8b: Untructured Mesh ( 17000 Nodes )

8c: Untructured Adapted Mesh ( 36245 Nodes )

Figure 8: Double Mach Reflection. LED-BGK
Scheme

Figure 9: Double Mach Reflection. Typical Adapted
Mesh Distribution
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lOa: Density Contours lOb: Entropy Contours

Figure 10: Local View of Double Mach Reflection. LED-Csplit Scheme

Ha: Density Contours lib: Entropy Contours

Figure 11: Local View of Double Mach Reflection. LED-CUSP Scheme

12a: Density Contours 12b: Entropy Contours

Figure 12: Local View of Double Mach Reflection. LED-BGK Scheme
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13a: Typical Adapted Mesh 13b: LED-Csplit Scheme

13c: LED-CUSP Scheme 13d: LED-BGK Scheme

Figure 13: Moving Shock over a Cylinder. Density Contours
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